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Suarez ends all talk of injustice 
Sunderland 0  
Liverpool 2 Kuyt 34 (pen), Suarez 77  
Referee: K Friend. Attendance: 47,207  
Contentious goals have peppered recent meetings between these sides, but 
controversy waned at the Stadium of Light yesterday. After the beach ball and the 
back-pass, there was another addition to a vivid and growing collection, but a 
penalty of dubious merit should not be interpreted as a cause of injustice. Rage 
was diluted as the afternoon matured. While circumstances conspired against 
Sunderland - from the early loss of personnel, to the inadequacy of officials - 
Liverpool merited their victory, a sturdy response to last week's departure from 
the Europa League and an encouraging start by Luis Suarez, who scored a 
delicious goal, and Andy Carroll, to their [pounds sterling]58 million attacking 
partnership. To describe the experience as uplifting would be pushing it, however, 
because in spite of the promise, the game never delivered. Suarez excelled in 
flashes, and in beating Simon Mignolet from the tightest of angles as he tacked 
along the byline in the 77th minute, he provided the one instance of supremacy, 
but the occasion was one of endurance rather than blissful entertainment.  
The turning point was significant; at least, it felt so at the time. A foul by John 
Mensah on the eager Jay Spearing earned Dirk Kuyt a penalty, even though 
contact was made well outside the area. There were other interventions by the 
referee and his colleagues that prompted bemusement or anger - Mensah was 
dismissed for clipping Suarez - but the role of victims did not suit Sunderland.  
Wherever it was initiated, Mensah's challenge was crude and the consequence 
was an advantage that Liverpool never looked like forsaking. Threat was limited in 
a first half of which neither side took a grip - Kuyt spurned two early opportunities 
- with Steve Bruce twice obliged to rejig his midfield after Sulley Muntari and 
Kieran Richardson succumbed to injury.  
There were moments of enterprise and plenty of flitting from the likes of 
Stephane Sessegnon, Suarez and Danny Welbeck, but little to get excited about 
until the 31st minute, when Mensah kicked at Spearing's pedalling legs. Kevin 
Friend indicated a free kick, but the decision was altered on advice from Billy 
Smallwood, his assistant. Right first time; palpably wrong the second.  
"For somebody 70 yards away to overturn the referee, I find amazing," Bruce said. 
"We knew within five seconds that it was outside the box, so surely it's about time 
to use the technology. I said to the referee, 'You were ten yards away, you did 
everything perfectly well.' Unfortunately, he then listened to his assistant. He's 
made a blatant error. I think he understood. Bit late now, though." Kuyt's penalty 
was assured, although you could not say the same about much else and the 
award served to discombobulate Sunderland even further. Niall Quinn, their 
chairman, had pressed supporters to fill the ground and the noise made by a 
capacity crowd was impressive, although the volume was tinged with bitterness. 
It would drift into muttered frustration. Undermined though they had been, this 
was not an enticing advertisement for Quinn and Bruce's vision. It was not until 
the 86th minute, when Lee Cattermole, a substitute, found Pepe Reina's midriff, 
that Sunderland mustered a shot on target and the feat - far from remarkable - 
was not repeated. All those people, all that hope, all that encouragement; such 
disappointment. Bruce's appraisal was honest. "It was one of those afternoons 
where you think to yourself it's never going to be your day," he said. "I've got no 
complaints about the result; the penalty might not have affected it. Everything 
that could go wrong went wrong. We lost the two players injured and then later 
both Anton Ferdinand and Phil Bardsley needed to come off when we'd made all 
our substitutions." In terms of fortune, they have paid a price for Darren Bent's 
goal via a beach ball last season; at Anfield last September, Michael Turner was 
ruled to have passed to his goalkeeper when he knocked the ball back for Simon 
Mignolet to take a free kick, allowing Kuyt to score.  
But they have also lost five of their past six games, an untimely dissipation of 
momentum. By contrast, Liverpool have amassed 20 points from Kenny Dalglish's 
first ten matches as interim manager and are sixth in the Barclays Premier League. 
Carroll and Suarez offer promise. "They linked up very well at times," Dalglish 
said. "Suarez looks a good player and he scored a fantastic goal for us. I think 
there'll be a lot of enjoyable viewing to come from those two. We're very happy."  
Ghanaians get no satisfaction from latest meeting with their tormentor  
If Sunderland's Ghana trio were hoping for some revenge on Luis Suarez after the 
striker's World Cup antics last summer, they were sadly disappointed. The 
Uruguay player stopped Ghana from reaching the semi-finals by handling the ball 
on the line at the end of extra time and yesterday the Ghana players suffered 
more misery. Sulley Muntari departed injured in the nineteenth minute; Asamoah 
Gyan, the striker, did not manage a shot but had a heated exchange with Martin 
Skrtel, the Liverpool defender; and John Mensah was wrongly adjudged to have 
committed a foul on Jay Spearing in the penalty area - Liverpool scored from the 
spot - before being dismissed for a last-man foul on Suarez. To top it off, Suarez 
excelled and scored a brilliant goal to complete a 2-0 win.  
Words by Bill Edgar  
Ratings SUNDERLAND 4-1-4-1 S Mignolet 5 A Ferdinand 5 J Mensah 0 0 4 T 
Bramble 4 P Bardsley 5 S Muntari -- S Sessegnon 5 J Henderson 5 K Richardson 4 
DWelbeck 6 A Gyan 5 Substitutes: L Cattermole 6 (for Muntari, 19min), S 
Malbranque 5 (for Richardson, 23), A Elmohamady 5 (for Welbeck, 60). Not used: 
C Gordon, B Zenden, J Colback, NOnuoha. Next: Manchester City (a). 

LIVERPOOL 4-4-2 J M Reina 5 J Carragher 7 M Skrtel 6 D Agger 6 G Johnson 6 D 
Kuyt 0 7 J Spearing 7 Lucas Leiva 0 6 R Meireles 6 A Carroll 6 L Suarez 0 7 
Substitutes: D Ngog (for Carroll, 72min), M Rodriguez (for Meireles, 84), J Cole for 
Suarez, 89). Not used: P Gulacsi, S Kyrgiakos, C Poulsen,D Wilson. Next: West 
Bromwich Albion (a).  

 
Audacious Suarez wipes Torres from Liverpool minds 
Liverpool's hopes of hosting Europa League football next season remain slim but, 
as long as Luis Suarez continues playing as cleverly as this, Tottenham Hotspur will 
not be able to sit comfortably in fifth place.  
Involved in most of Liverpool's threatening moves, Suarez scored an audacious 
second-half goal to ensure that the increasingly unlamented Fernando Torres is a 
fast-fading memory on Merseyside.  
The same could be said of Sunderland's European ambitions. Their last win came 
at Blackpool on 22 January - six games, one point and two morale-crushing 
months ago - and here Steve Bruce's side failed to force Pepe Reina into a single 
save until the Spaniard stopped Lee Cattermole's 86th-minute shot.  
Despite menacing flashes of incisive intelligence from Suarez - and, yes, Uruguay's 
"hand of God" World Cup striker did have his hand shaken by Sunderland's Ghana 
international Asamoah Gyan before kick-off - allied with considerable industry on 
Dirk Kuyt's part, Liverpool were initially not much better.  
Yet if the brand new attacking partnership between Suarez - whose touch, 
balance and elusive movement are a joy - and the largely disappointing, quite 
possibly half-fit, Andy Carroll remains very much a work in progress, Kenny 
Dalglish's side were ahead by the break. It was a controversial opener, John 
Mensah's foul on Jay Spearing earning Liverpool a disputed penalty.  
Although the referee appeared to believe Spearing had been felled outside the 
box he was, incorrectly, overruled by a linesman. No matter, Kuyt stepped up to 
send Simon Mignolet the wrong way by directing the ball low into the bottom 
corner with trademark efficiency. "We've got a fortuitous decision," said Dalglish. 
"But we deserved to win."  
Bruce proved creditably sanguine. "I've got no complaints about the result and I'm 
not saying it was a defining moment but for someone 40 yards away to overturn 
the decision of someone standing 10 yards away . . . surely it is time for 
technology to be used in these situations," said the Sunderland manager. "The 
linesman's made a big error."  
Bruce, whose side singularly failed to translate early possession into goal threat, 
gave his defence extra protection by stationing Sulley Muntari in front of that 
backline but the former Internazionale midfielder struggled horribly before being 
withdrawn injured and replaced by Cattermole. All too predictably it did not take 
Cattermole, newly returned from injury, many minutes to collect a booking for a 
sly, late trip on Suarez.  
Early in the second half, though, the Sunderland captain showed off his more 
productive side, using a thigh to clear Andy Carroll's goalbound header off the line 
after the heavily booed former Newcastle striker had outjumped Titus Bramble to 
a Raul Meireles corner. "I didn't realise Andy was so popular here," joked Dalglish.  
It represented the highlight of Carroll's afternoon but offered a brief reminder of 
just why the Liverpool manager invested pounds 35m in the physically imposing 
centre-forward's raw potential. Liverpool might have extended their lead had 
Mignolet not done well to tip the much improved, surprisingly influential 
Spearing's curling, left-foot shot over the bar but Sunderland's Belgian goalkeeper 
was soon confounded by Suarez's moment of magic. Scored from about as an 
acute an angle as you can have - about a yard on to the pitch from the byline - it 
was a goal Dalglish would have been proud to have registered.  
The move began with Kuyt taking a throw and playing a swift short one-two with 
the Uruguayan before Suarez  
used his right foot to transport his manager into technical area raptures. 
Expecting a cross, poor Mignolet, who had earlier impressed to repel a fine volley 
from the pounds 22.8m striker, simply looked dumbfounded.  
Things got worse for Sunderland with Mensah, who was already booked, was 
shown a straight red card for a "professional" foul - namely a rugby tackle - on 
Suarez, who was withdrawn in the 89th minute nursing a groin injury.  
"It turned into one of them horrible afternoons," said Bruce, who saw his side end 
the game with several players nursing fresh injuries. "I thought we'd be singing 
and dancing again but it wasn't our day. The last few weeks have been hugely 
disappointing."  
Man of the match Luis Suarez (Liverpool) 
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Penalty gaffe stuns Bruce 
Sunderland 0  
Liverpool 2  
THEY may have failed in pursuit of the Europa League last week but Liverpool kept 
their re-entry to the competition on track with a win at Sunderland.  
On a day when old acquaintances were reunited at the Stadium of Light, referee 
Kevin Friend and assistant Billy Smallwood made plenty of new enemies on 
Wearside.  
It all hinged on a controversial penalty decision. When Jay Spearing went tumbling 
under John Mensah's 32ndminute challenge on the edge of the Sunderland area, 
Friend correctly gave a free-kick.  
But Smallwood, who watched the referee walk to the area where Mensah and 
Spearing had first collided, thrust his flag across his chest, indicating a spot-kick, 
leaving Friend with little option but to change his mind.  
Dirk Kuyt then sent Simon Mignolet the wrong way with the penalty. But as the 
striker and Lucas celebrated in the corner, with a baby cradling gesture to 
commemorate the birth of the midfielder's first son, Bruce's protests began.  
Fourth official Martin Atkinson got an earful. He then got another from the 
Sunderland boss when news filtered down to the bench that replays showed 
Mensah had fouled Spearing outside the area.  
After a superb 77th-minute Luis Suarez goal had sealed the win, Bruce had a more 
civilised chat with Friend and his officials. He said: 'I've tried effing and jeffing and 
it doesn't work. So I had a word with them and it is fair to say the linesman 
probably won't get involved in anything like that again unless he is absolutely 
sure, but it doesn't do us any favours now.' The generosity of Friend and 
Smallwood may have given Kenny Dalglish's team the lift-off for this win, but 
Liverpool were good value without the help.  
Owner John Henry was delighted and indicated talks with Dalglish to secure a 
permanent deal as manager are imminent. 'What is going on in that regard is 
private,' he said. 'It is something called the Liverpool way and you do these things 
behind closed doors. I am not going to talk about these things but he has done 
very well. We have to have a lot of days like today to finish fifth.' Kuyt put two 
headers off target in the first five minutes and Mignolet produced the save of the 
match from a Suarez shot just before halftime.  
Andy Carroll, amid constant barracking, saw a header cleared off the line by Lee 
Cattermole and the impressive Spearing also had a shot saved.  
But the Belgian keeper was embarrassed by Suarez's fierce finish from an acute 
angle, which flew inside his near post, and Mensah's miserable afternoon was 
sealed by Friend five minutes later when he was sent off.  
Suarez and Mensah have history after last year's Uruguay-Ghana World Cup 
quarter-final. When they collided chasing a through-ball and Suarez's heels were 
clipped by the Sunderland defender, Friend showed a straight red card. Bruce 
added: 'It puzzled me and I have asked the referee to look at it because I don't 
know if he was denied a goalscoring opportunity.' The Sunderland boss was also 
hit by two fresh injuries to his midfield which completely disrupted his team.  
Sulley Muntari limped off in the 19th minute with a foot problem. Only three 
minutes later, Kieran Richardson clutched his hamstring and he also hobbled off.  
Bruce said: 'It is a big frustration, just when we think we're all signing and dancing, 
we get hit by injuries. By the end Phil Bardsley, Anton Ferdinand and Danny 
Welbeck all needed to come off, so we had eight playing at the final whistle.' A 
shot from substitute Cattermole in the 86th minute was Sunderland's only effort 
on target. This statistic must be a concern for Bruce, who has won only once since 
Darren Bent left. And the result, which leaves the hosts seven points behind 
Liverpool, was another blow in chairman Niall Quinn's quest to fill the stadium 
regularly.  
'It was just a horrible afternoon,' admitted Bruce. 'I have no complaints about the 
result but until the penalty there was nothing in the game and it was a catalogue 
of mistakes from the referee and linesman which, for me, were the turning point.' 

 
 Canny Dalglish firmly in driving seat 
Sunderland 0  
Att: 47,207  
Liverpool 2  
Kuyt 34 pen, Suarez 77  
The Liverpool owner, John W Henry, has joined Kenny Dalglish in remaining 
defiantly coy about the future because "it's the Liverpool Way" but everything he 
said is pointing towards his manager being in charge of first&#x2013;team affairs 
for the long haul.  
In a rare public utterance, the American refused to discuss Dalglish's future, but 
after taking in his first game outside Merseyside he delivered a ringing 
endorsement of the Scot after it emerged that the pair had opened talks on life at 
Anfield beyond this season.  
"What is going on in that regard is private," Henry said. "It is something called the 
Liverpool Way and you do these things behind closed doors. I am not going to talk 
about these things. He has done very well." Henry had a veiled dig at Dalglish's 
predecessor, Roy Hodgson, when asked if there had been a change in mood since 
his takeover. "Absolutely, it's all very positive," he added. "Someone was saying 
that people weren't happy here. But I think since that person left, people are 
happier."  
Henry, 61, was speaking after Dalglish masterminded an impressive victory 
&#x2013; his sixth in 10 games &#x2013; that came courtesy of Dirk Kuyt's 
controversial penalty and a Luis Suarez belter. "It was a great goal," Henry 
observed. "He is a heck of a player." Victory enabled Liverpool to close the gap on 
Tottenham, but Henry acknowledged it will take some doing to finish fifth.  
"We are working on the future," Henry said. "We will have to have a lot of days 
like today to do that (finish fifth). This was a big three points, because this is a 
tough place.  
"Tottenham are fifth and look very good, so we will have to play extraordinarily 
well. We will have to win when they come to Anfield to have a shot at that."  
Later Dalglish &#x2013; only contracted to Liverpool until the end of this term 
&#x2013; sidestepped questions over his future. "I've seen in the papers I've 
asked for four years, but I don't know who I'm supposed to have asked. I saw that 
I was offered two, but I don't know who sent that in," he said.  
"Somebody asked if I'd spoken to the owners. Of course I have, I speak to them 
every week. They're fantastic and supportive, but there's been no detailed 
discussions about next year.  
"Until there's something to be said we can't make it up for you, until then, there's 
nothing. The club has always been the most important thing. There's no pressure 
on anyone."  
They say what goes around comes around and that adage certainly rang true 
here. Some 18 months after Sunderland beat Liverpool courtesy of a 
beach&#x2013;ball, the wheel of fortune turned full circle.  
Last season Dalglish watched from the directors' box when Darren Bent's winner 
was incorrectly allowed to stand after he scored with the help of an inflatable, so 
there was a sense of karma when Kuyt converted an unjust penalty.  
Dalglish's side were given a helping hand by referee Kevin Friend's assistant, Billy 
Smallwood, who erred in telling his colleague &#x2013; who initially awarded a 
free&#x2013;kick &#x2013; that John Mensah had felled the excellent Jay 
Spearing in the penalty box. Replays were unforgiving, as was Kuyt, who sent the 
ball one way while Simon Mignolet dived the other and put the visitors on track 
against a side who have only beaten Liverpool twice in 20 Premier League 
meetings.  
Sunderland manager Steve Bruce, whose side have lost five of their last six games, 
demanded the introduction of TV replay technology after "one of those horrible 
afternoons".  
"Maybe it's time for technology. We knew, and I knew and [fourth official] Martin 
Atkinson knew within five seconds it was outside the box," Bruce said. "It's a real 
key decision for someone 80 yards away to overturn the referee. If something was 
going to go wrong it did."  
Liverpool were head and shoulders above Sunderland and after several near 
misses Suarez sealed victory when, following Kuyt's quick throw, he slipped past 
Lee Cattermole on the byline before thumping a shot past Mignolet from the 
tightest of angles to cap an outstanding performance.  
Liverpool's Pepe Reina did not have a save to make until the 86th minute, when 
Cattermole tried his luck from distance. The display had Dalglish championing 
Jamie Carragher and Spearing's England credentials.  
"They might try to call Carragher back the way he played today, or wee Jay 
Spearing," he added.  
In mitigation, Sunderland were deprived of Sulley Muntari and Kieran Richardson 
through injury early in this increasingly one&#x2013;sided contest, and had 
Mensah sent off late on for a professional foul on the mercurial Suarez whose 
nascent partnership with Andy Carroll promises much.  
"They showed a lot of very encouraging signs," Dalglish said. "There's a lot of 
enjoyable viewing to come as those two get to know each other." 
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Suarez and Carroll show makings of a happy pair. 
For Luis Suarez, there was a reminder from the home side's Ghanaian contingent 
that he happens to be "the most hated man" in the African country, thanks to the 
Uruguayan's cynical goal-denying handball in the World Cup quarter-final in 
Johannesburg last July. For Andy Carroll, there was that special Wearside 
welcome they reserve for those who have been closely associated with Newcastle 
United.  
As it happened, Liverpool's [pounds sterling]58m strike force took their share of 
stick from the natives in the capacity 47,207 crowd as they foraged in tandem 
from the off for the first time. Carroll, at [pounds sterling]35m the most expensive 
British player in history, endured taunts of "What a waste of money" as he made 
way for David N'Gog with 18 minutes remaining, having drawn a blank on his first 
start for his new club. At that point, the ire of the Sunderland supporters was 
directed mainly at the match officials - referee Kevin Friend having been 
persuaded by one of his assistants, Billy Smallwood, to award the penalty kick 
with which Dirk Kuyt gave the visitors a 32nd-minute lead.  
The sense of injustice was certainly valid, television replays having shown that Jay 
Spearing was two yards outside the Sunderland box when John Mensah's clumsy 
challenge set him on a dive that finished well beyond the 18-yard line. But then, 
with one flash of brilliance 13 minutes from time, the grievance was rendered 
irrelevant.  
It came from Suarez. Drifting wide to the right to meet a throw-in from Kuyt, he 
slipped past Lee Cattermole and rifled a right-foot shot in between Simon 
Mignolet, the Sunderland goalkeeper, and his near post from the tightest of 
angles. That is what you get for [pounds sterling]22.8m: another drop of the kind 
of close-quarters magic that bamboozled Manchester United a fortnight ago.  
King Kenny had his sixth win in the bag in 10 Premier League games since his 
return to the managerial throne at Anfield. For Steve Bruce and Sunderland, it 
was a sixth defeat in seven. They started strongly but finished with 10 men, 
Mensah - one of their Ghanaian World Cup quarter-final veterans - being shown a 
red card for holding back Suarez as the South American attempted to race clear in 
the 82nd minute.  
"Luis and Andy showed a lot of encouraging signs," Dalglish said. "Andy showed 
great fitness to play 90 minutes on Thursday and another 70 today. Luis chipped 
in with a fantastic goal. They complemented each other well."  
Carroll made his 6ft 3in presence felt in patches, not least in the fifth minute, 
when he got his head to a corner from Raul Meireles and knocked the ball down 
for Kuyt to force a save from Mignolet. For much of the first-half, however, 
Liverpool were on the back foot.  
Indeed, they were lucky to survive unscathed when Danny Welbeck combined 
superbly with Asamoah Gyan on the left and whipped in a teasing cross that 
Kieran Richardson failed to connect with by the merest whisker. Just as 
Sunderland were getting into their stride, though, they were forced to reorganise, 
Sulley Muntari and Richardson departing with injuries and Cattermole and Steed 
Malbranque arriving from the bench.  
The biggest jolt, however, came in the 32nd minute, when Mensah failed to trap a 
long ball with his chest and was obliged to haul down Spearing. Despite 
Sunderland's protests over the penalty award - "It was a blatant error," Bruce 
maintained afterwards - Kuyt made no mistake with the kick and Liverpool were 
in the driving seat.  
They might have been 2-0 up before half-time but Mignolet saved when Suarez 
was put in the clear by Miereles. It was all over, though, when Suarez foxed 
Mignolet, leaving Dalglish to fend questions about his long-term future. "I've read 
that I'm supposed to have asked for four years and been offered two," he said. 
"There have been no detailed discussions."  
Subs: Sunderland Cattermole 6 (Muntari, 19), Malbranque 5 (Richardson, 22), 
Elmohamady 5 (Welbeck, 61). Liverpool Ngog (Carroll, 72), Rodriguez (Meireles, 
84), Cole (Suarez, 88).  
Booked: Sunderland Mensah, Cattermole, Bramble Liverpool Lucas, Suarez, Kuyt  
Sent off: Sunderland Mensah  
Man of match Suarez Match rating 7  
Possession Sunderland 45% Liverpool 55%  
Attempts on target Sunderland 1 Liverpool 4  
Referee K Friend (Leicestershire) Att 47,207 

 
BEACH PARTY; No inflatables in sight this time as Reds kick sand in 
Bruce's face 
SUNDERLAND 0 LIVERPOOL 2 SUNDERLAND: Mignolet 5, Ferdinand 5, Bramble 5?, 
Mensah 4?, Bardsley 5, Richardson 5, (Malbranque 5, 21) Henderson 4, Muntari 4, 
(Cattermole 51?) Welbeck 4, (Elmohamady 4, 59) Sessegnon 4, Gyan 4 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 7, Carragher 7, Skrtel 7, Agger 7, Johnson 6, Spearing 7, Lucas 
7?, Meireles 7 (Maxi 84), Kuyt 8?, Suarez 8?,(Cole 89), Carroll 7, (N'Gog 6, 72) 
Goals: Kuyt (pen) 34, Suarez 77 REFEREE: Kevin Friend ATTENDANCE: 47,207 
KENNY DALGLISH allowed himself a chuckle on the touchline. "Where's your 
famous beachball now," sang the Merseyside fans.  
In a match brimming with scores to settle and seething injustices of past 
confrontations, Luis Suarez, of all people, emerged the match-winning hero, and 
his World Cup rival John Mensah, the villain.  
And as usual in encounters between these clubs there was a refereeing 
controversy that had Sunderland's blood boiling.  
"Beachball, what's the score?" the Scousers chanted at portly Sunderland boss 
Steve Bruce, in reference to last season's famous Darren Bent strike, that 
deflected in off the said object, and helped Sunderland to victory.  
But there can have been few complaints about yesterday's result.  
Liverpool were dominant, Sunderland failed to muster a shot on target until the 
86th minute and have now lost five games out of six.  
The Reds had 17 efforts on goal, seven on target. And there were promising signs 
the new pounds 57million strikeforce of Andy Carroll and Suarez can thrive 
together.  
But there was plenty of spice in the battle, with the opening goal the major 
talking point.  
Refereeing controversy and this clash go hand in hand. Following last season's 
"beachball" flashpoint, Michael Turner's tap back to Craig Gordon was ruled as a 
free kick taken allowing Fernando Torres to tee up Dirk Kuyt earlier this term.  
And again it was Liverpool's turn to benefit from a dubious ruling.  
Mensah sparked the trouble as he failed to control on his chest, allowing Jay 
Spearing to pinch the ball and nip past the Ghana skipper and go through in on 
goal.  
Mensah cynically chopped the Liverpool youngster down, and referee Kevin 
Friend awarded a free kick, only for assistant Billy Smallwood to award the 
penalty kick.  
Kuyt dispatched the chance for his tenth of the season and eighth in the league, a 
streak that includes a hat-trick against Manchester United, and reaffirms his place 
as the club's top scorer. His babyrocking celebration was for the birth of Lucas 
Leiva's new son, Lucas Pedro, on Saturday. Liverpool even claimed Mensah could 
have been sent off for denying a scoring opportunity although Titus Bramble was 
close by covering.  
At least there were no doubts about Liverpool's second, courtesy of Suarez that 
killed the game off on 77 minutes.  
Bramble gave away a throw-in next to the corner flag and Kuyt combined with 
Suarez to send the Uruguayan dancing along the byline towards goal at a tight 
angle before he lashed home a right-foot cracker that beat Simon Mignolet inside 
his near post.  
The return from the pounds 22m invested in Suarez is six goals and two in the 
Premier League.  
It soon got even worse for Bruce's men, who were outplayed, a huge 
disappointment just as chairman Niall Quinn's pleas for a 47,000 full house were 
answered.  
The Mackems have had six crowds over 40,000 at home this season and mustered 
just one win in them, against Aston Villa.  
There was bitter history between Mensah and Suarez. Despite pre-match talk 
playing down a feud, their notorious World Cup clash bubbled over when Mensah 
was sent off eight minutes from time.  
Suarez, the man who effectively denied Ghana a semi-final appearance in South 
Africa with his goalline handball save, and celebrated as Asamoah Gyan missed 
the penalty before Mensah missed in the shoot-out, was again the Ghanaian's 
foe.  
Although this time Mensah can have few complaints.  
Having been booked for his foul on Spearing, he tripped Suarez as they chased a 
long ball, and Friend showed a straight red.  
Bruce's pre-match planning was in tatters when Sulley Muntari and Kieran 
Richardson went off injured in the first quarter in another bad day for the Black 
Cats.  
But Dalglish took another stride towards being awarded the Anfield job on a 
permanent basis.  
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James Pearce on how the Reds rebirth under Kenny Dalglish is taking 
shape 
“From where we are, I couldn’t honestly tell you, but if we have got a fortuitous 
one, then we have got a fortuitous decision in that instance. Overall, it was a great 
effort from our players,” KENNY DALGLISH gives his honest assessment of 
Liverpool’s penalty. 
“I have got no complaints about the result – it might not have affected the result, 
the way we played today. However, that was a really big, key decision for 
somebody 80 yards away,” STEVE BRUCE has a slightly different opinion. 
DEEP into stoppage time at the Stadium of Light yesterday Kenny Dalglish went to 
trap the ball inside his technical area, but to ironic cheers from the travelling Kop 
it squirmed away from him. 
It was the only time Liverpool put a foot wrong all afternoon.  
The Reds heeded the manager's call not to dwell on their dismal European exit as 
they kick-started their push for fifth spot in style. 
Unrecognisable from the dour stalemate with Braga three days earlier, Liverpool 
cruised to a sixth league win in their last eight games. The Dalglish Revolution is 
back on track.  
With Tottenham now only four points better off, hope springs eternal in the bid 
to avoid a first campaign with continental competition since 1999/2000. 
Of course the Reds got a helping hand with the controversial decision to award a 
spot-kick when Jay Spearing was chopped down just outside the box in the first 
half. But Steve Bruce's bleating cut no ice.  
“These things happen in football,” was the Sunderland boss' blunt response to the 
infamous beach ball goal which defeated Liverpool in this fixture last season. 
Strangely, this time he wasn't quite so philosophical after being on the wrong end 
of a refereeing error. 
Having been left with a burning sense of injustice on their last visit, nobody 
among the visiting contingent was about to offer any sympathy to the hosts. 
In truth Liverpool were building up a head of steam prior to Dirk Kuyt's penalty 
and went on to dominate the second half.  
Luis Suarez's stunning individual strike wrapped up the points but the scoreline 
flattered the Black Cats who were comprehensively outclassed. Their misery was 
compounded by the dismissal of John Mensah late on. 
Liverpool shone in all departments. The return of Daniel Agger at the back after 
four games out with a knee injury was timely. 
Oozing confidence in possession, Agger gets those around him playing and the 
Reds are always a better side with the Dane in it.  
Asamoah Gyan barely had a kick all afternoon with Pepe Reina reduced to the role 
of spectator for long periods.  
In midfield Spearing continued his rapid improvement under the watchful eye of 
Dalglish. 
This was only his second league start of an injury-disrupted season but there will 
surely be more to follow. 
Always wanting the ball and using it intelligently, Spearing combined well with 
Lucas Leiva to give Liverpool control in the centre of the park. The 22-year-old just 
needs to believe he's good enough to hold his own at this level. 
Only a fine finger tip save from Simon Mignolet denied the Academy graduate 
what would have been a richly deserved first senior goal for the Reds. 
Up front Liverpool wreaked havoc to put Sunderland to the sword. This was the 
first time Dalglish has partnered his £57million strikeforce of Suarez and Andy 
Carroll together from the start. 
There were moments when it showed. That telepathic type of understanding is 
going to take time to develop but there were signs that their double act can live 
up to the hype. 
There's no question they complement each other well with Suarez dropping off 
into space and capitalising on the big man's aerial ability. 
Carroll is clearly lacking sharpness after two and a half months out and needs 
matches. 
But Liverpool used him more sensibly yesterday than they did against Braga. 
Rather than persist with pumping aimless long balls vaguely in his direction, they 
looked to get him into dangerous areas and gave him the chance to prove he can 
do more than just flick it on.  
Carroll put a real shift in and was running on empty when he came off yesterday.  
Dalglish can only hope England boss Fabio Capello doesn't demand too much 
from the striker and damage the club's carefully constructed rehabilitation 
programme. 
This was the first Reds game John W Henry has watched outside Merseyside and 
he was rightly glowing in his assessment. 
The principal owner wouldn't discuss Dalglish's position but there is little debate 
to be had. It's merely a question of when not if the King is returned to his throne 
on a permanent basis. 
Kuyt had twice gone close before Liverpool secured the breakthrough in the 33rd 
minute yesterday. Spearing pounced on Mensah's poor control and the defender 
compounded the error by hacking him down.  

 

After initially giving a free-kick, referee Kevin Friend was convinced by his 
assistant the offence had taken place inside the box. 
After the protests Kuyt held his nerve to score his 10th goal of the season. 
Remarkably, he became the first Liverpool player other than Fernando Torres to 
score an away league goal before the 40th minute of a game since Steven Gerrard 
at West Brom way back in May 2009.  
New dad Lucas took centre stage in the celebrations as his team-mates saluted 
the birth of the Brazilian's son Pedro. 
Only a smart stop from Mignolet prevented Suarez from doubling the Reds' tally 
before the break.  
The second half was one-way traffic with Carroll appearing destined to open his 
account with a bullet header only for Lee Cattermole to clear off the line. 
Mignolet kept Sunderland in the game as he diverted Spearing's 20-yarder past 
the post but the pressure finally told. 
It was fitting that the contest's outstanding performer killed off the Black Cats.  
Suarez reproduced the scintillating form he showed against Manchester United a 
fortnight earlier, buzzing around the penalty box and taking out his frustration at 
having to sit and watch the Reds toil in Europe. 
With 13 minutes to go Suarez latched on to Kuyt's throw and from the tightest of 
angle lashed an unstoppable shot inside Mignolet's near post. 
According to Gyan, Suarez is the most hated man in Ghana after his deliberate 
handball in last summer's World Cup finals in South Africa. 
But the striker can rest easy in the knowledge he has no shortage of admirers on 
Merseyside.  
Once again Suarez had the last laugh and Liverpool's season remains alive and 
kicking. 
SUNDERLAND (4-5-1): Mignolet, Ferdinand, Bramble, Mensah, Bardsley, 
Sessegnon, Henderson, Muntari (Cattermole 19), Richardson (Malbranque 22) 
Welbeck (Elmohamady 60), Gyan Not used: Gordon, Zenden, Colback, Onuoha. 
LIVERPOOL (4-3-3): Reina, Carragher, Skrtel, Agger, Johnson, Meireles (Rodriguez 
84), Lucas, Spearing, Kuyt, Carroll (Ngog 72), Suarez (Cole 89). . Not used: Gulacsi, 
Kyrgiakos, Poulsen, Wilson 
GOALS: Kuyt (33), Suarez (77). 
CARDS: Sunderland: Mensah, Bramble, Cattermole. Liverpool: Lucas, Saurez, Kuyt. 
SENT OFF: Mensah (Sunderland 
REFEREE: Kevin Friend 
ATTENDANCE: 47,207 

 


